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Abstract 
 
The current conversation around automation and artificial intelligence (AI) has called for the             
task-centered analysis of work processes, to assess what future divisions of work between humans and AI                
will look like. In this study, I deconstructed--down to the task-level--the job of a credit analyst at a captive                   
automotive finance company (the “Captive), in order to evaluate the automatability of their underwriting              
process. By breaking down the current partitioned division of labor between humans and the system, I                
was able to understand how the Captive handles the complexity of managing multiple stakeholders. From               
there, I highlighted features of the process that suggest a form of interdependent collaboration between               
humans and AI technologies will be the most effective form of partnership in contexts with these                
characteristics. I concluded with the understanding that future implementations of AI technologies            
without reimagining current partnerships will be counterproductive.  
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1. Introduction 
Artificial intelligence (AI) has been around since the middle of the twentieth century, and yet still there is                  
no conclusive definition of it. However, simply put, in principle, it is the ability of machines to simulate                  
human behavior. Mahroof (2019) properly framed the buzz surrounding AI when he said, “while AI is                
still in its infancy, its marketing has reached maturity” (p. 176). From folktales and fantasies alike, people                 
have developed an expectation of AI to be, what is referred to in the literature as, Artificial General                  
Intelligence (AGI). AGI is a theoretical technology whose cognitive abilities are potentially greater than              
humans in many aspects ​(Lu et al., 2018)​. However, there is still much speculation as to when this level of                    
AI will be realized - many estimating by the year 2075 ​(Müller & Bostrom, 2016)​. In its current state, AI                    
is a very narrow technology which can only be good at one specific task ​(Bawack et al., 2019)​. Therefore,                   
it is important to clearly state that for the remainder of the paper--when I use the term AI--I am referring                    
to the emerging capabilities of AI which are narrow and task-centered in their ability. But yet even in this                   
period of relative infancy, AI is a powerful technology and profoundly impacting early adopters who are                
implementing the technology ​(Wilson & Daugherty, 2018)​. 
 
These inflated expectations about the capabilities of AI have led to extraordinary excitement in business               
about AI implementations since the Big Data revolution sparked its resurgence about a decade ago ​(Duan                
et al., 2019)​. An early report by Frey and Osborne (2017) estimated that 47% of jobs in the United States                    
are at a high risk of automation by the early 2030s. On the other end of the spectrum, reports have been                     
put out by international organizations such as the OECD (2016) suggesting that only 9% of jobs fall into                  
this category within the same time frame. Other reports have suggested numbers between these bookends,               
but often they trend towards the higher end of the spectrum ​(Berriman & Hawksworth, 2017; Manyika et                 
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al., 2017)​. For businesses these numbers are promises for increases in efficiency and productivity, which               
drives profit. However, not all stakeholders are exactly enthralled by this potential. 
 
The enthusiasm found within corporations more broadly has been strongly accompanied by fear amongst              
workers about being replaced in their jobs by machines. In the world of academia, the viability of worker                  
replacement has been a hot topic of discussion and highly contested ​(Dwivedi et al., 2019; Wilson &                 
Daugherty, 2018)​. In the current literature, there exists a tension between the idea that AI is coming in to                   
replace human workers in their jobs and the idea that instead, AI is shifting the tasks and core                  
competencies that will be required from human workers, but not replacing them ​(Dwivedi et al., 2019)​.                
For a long time, labor economists have contended that this shift is indefinite and a byproduct of                 
development ​(Bowen, 1966)​, but the accelerating development of technology has experts concerned about             
whether the shifting demand for labor can keep up with changing technological landscape ​(Frey &               
Osborne, 2017)​. 
 
AI is expected to penetrate a broad variety of organizations and professions. Among many other               
professional contexts underwriting is seen as a forefront potential for automation ​(Editorial Team, 2018;              
Lai, 2018; Meckbach, 2019; Shelly, 2019)​. This idea stems from two main factors: (1) the highly                
regulated financial services industry and (2) the highly parameterized and modeled nature of             
underwriting. Because of these two factors, underwriting is considered quantifiable and a ripe opportunity              
for AI technologies to replace workers. Ultimately, underwriting is in the business of prediction -               
predicting which customers are safe financial risks and which customers are too risky. This              
decision-making, in particular, appears susceptible to the ever-encroaching implementations of machine           
learning. Even now, the world of start-ups has begun demonstrating that this transformation is possible in                
underwriting ​(Davenport, 2019)​, but many more studies are needed to determine if this transformation can               
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make it all the way to the threshold of complete replacement. The alternative, competing perspective to                
replacement in the literature is Human-AI partnership ​(Duan et al., 2019; Dwivedi et al., 2019; Jarrahi,                
2018)​. Human-AI partnership represents a division of labor between human workers and AI which ranges               
across a spectrum from task replacement and augmentation to task assemblage ​(Rai et al., 2019)​.  
 
In order to assess the division of work between human workers and AI technologies, I will be analyzing                  
the underwriting system at a captive automotive finance lender (who will, from here on out, be referred to                  
as the “Captive”), to examine potential characteristics of value added by humans that cannot be simulated                
by machines. In its current state, there is already a division of labor between the Captive’s credit analysts                  
and their auto-decisioning system for underwriting. Given current AI capabilities and expectations, there             
appears to be great potential for an AI-driven system to further encroach--taking more control and               
autonomy--upon work that is currently done by humans in this division of labor. However, for a financial                 
services firm like the Captive, whose underwriting process involves a plethora of stakeholders, the future               
of underwriting may not be so straightforward.  
 
Another challenge facing AI in the financial services context is regulatory pressure and expectations that               
the reason for a decision be explicitly articulable. One of the most crippling challenges of current AI                 
technologies is a lack of explainability, or how it produced its decision ​(Russell & Norvig, 2016)​. Thus, if                  
through empirical evaluation, we discover that underwriting--with its clear processes and controlled            
variables--requires Human-AI partnership to explain decisions that AI worker-replacement on its own            
cannot, then it would follow that human workers are not to be written off so quickly and that this division                    
of labor is one that will need to be discovered for all of the far more complex jobs in the economy. 
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Currently, there is a gap in the literature of empirical studies evaluating the automatability of jobs through                 
deep, systems analysis methods. In order to accurately make this assessment, Willis et al. (2019) have                
demonstrated the need for task-level deconstruction and systematic analysis of the current systems and              
processes. In order to conduct this analysis, I will be doing a similar task-level deconstruction of the                 
underwriting process at the Captive. Through observations and interviews, I will gain a comprehensive              
understanding of their underwriting process and how it impacts various stakeholders. I will pair this               
deconstruction with assessment by AI experts on the automatability of the tasks in the underwriting               
process. Ultimately, this will allow me to answer the following research questions: 
 
RQ1 ​How can we achieve effective AI-enabled automation in underwriting practices? 
RQ1.1 ​What does a task-centered analysis reveal about the automatability of           
underwriting? 
RQ1.2 ​What does a division of work between artificial intelligence and humans            
look like in an effective Human-AI partnership? 
RQ1.3 ​What are the important human competencies and skills that must be            
learned and relearned for an effective partnership? 
 
These questions will guide the research toward identifying these potential characteristics where human             
workers will maintain their competitive advantage over machines, thus giving credence to Human-AI             
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2. Literature Review 
In this section, I will review the current state and expectations of artificial intelligence and also the risks                  
and challenges accompanying them. I will then proceed to discuss AI as a tool, given its current                 
capabilities, and the growing anticipation of Human-AI partnership. Lastly, I will cover what the future of                
AI looks like in the context of underwriting since that will be the setting for my study. 
2.1 The Current State and Expectations of Artificial Intelligence 
Over its history, no definitive definition of artificial intelligence (AI) has been agreed upon in the                
literature. However, “the common thread amongst these definitions is the increasing capability of             
machines to perform specific roles and tasks currently performed by humans within the workplace and               
society in general” ​(Dwivedi et al., 2019, p. 2)​. AI in its broadest considerations encompasses many                
different technologies such as machine learning, natural language processing, computer vision and            
robotics. All of these were sparked, and AI development was birthed in a conversation that claimed                
“every aspect of learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described                 
that a machine can be made to simulate it” ​(McCarthy et al., 1955, p. 1)​.  
 
While more and more “aspects” of intelligence are succumbing to the grasp of AI every day, it is still an                    
emerging technology. However, the beckoning hope and supposed future of AI is artificial general              
intelligence (AGI). AGI is the ability to solve problems laterally across a diverse range of environments                
(Malone, 2018a)​, and is expected to be able to outperform humans in nearly all cognitive tasks ​(Lu et al.,                   
2018)​. In AI’s current weak (or narrow) state, its performance is restricted to tight contexts with which it                  
is familiar. This specialization limits AI technologies to being very good at one specific task ​(Malone,                
2018a)​. In spite of this, or because of it, weak AI is often able to outperform humans within these narrow                    
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tasks ​(Lu et al., 2018)​. The expectations of agility and transferability for AGI are such that it would not be                    
limited to any narrow specialization. But rather, in the same way that we humans do, that it would transfer                   
its knowledge to make predictions and solve problems in new domains. As promising as this is, even AGI                  
is not envisioned to be the end. The last stop for AI is superintelligence, which would exponentially                 
surpass a human’s cognitive ability ​(Bostrom et al., 2018)​. It is theorized that once AGI is developed, it                  
might be capable of developing this superintelligence itself. Such dramatic changes as brought on by this                
artificial intelligence revolution will require a cultural shift--both in the workplace and in our everyday               
lives--to match its technical one ​(Russell & Norvig, 2016)​. 
 
Though AGI still remains on the silver screen for now, weak AI is a powerful tool that has the business                    
world humming ​(Russell & Norvig, 2016)​. The classic maxim that the more you measure the more you                 
know has spurred businesses on in their pursuit of Big Data ​(McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012)​. Artificial                
intelligence surged back into the minds of researchers and businesses alike following the Big Data               
revolution of the 2010s ​(Duan et al., 2019)​. Ubiquitous connectivity, the development of the Internet of                
Things (IoT), and masses of user generated data on social media has cultivated an explosion in data that                  
was too vast for traditional statistical and analytical methods to process ​(McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012;               
Thesmar et al., 2019)​. Around the same time, the development of more powerful computational hardware               
ushered in the computing power necessary to drag AI out of hibernation and into spring ​(Duan et al.,                  
2019)​. That said, data and computational power alone are necessary but not sufficient for extracting               
usable knowledge.  
 
That is where machine learning comes in. Machine learning uses algorithms to recursively parse through               
data and compare the results to an expected outcome ​(Petrasic et al., 2017)​. Each iteration improves the                 
AI’s ability to predict future outcomes by evolving the weights and connections that it is considering in                 
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the data ​(Faraj et al., 2018)​. Rather than having to theorize and use traditional statistical techniques to test                  
the veracity of an idea, AI works ​atheoretically to evaluate the data without assumptions and curates the                 
best theory to fit the data ​(Wall, 2018)​. Though statistics help us understand the underlying causal                
mechanism of why things happen, machine learning is focused solely on predicting the next outcome               
given all the data that it is provided ​(Thesmar et al., 2019)​. This method of working from data to a theory                     
is what enables AI to take advantage of the high dimensionality of Big Data, pursuing implicit patterns in                  
the raw data ​(Thesmar et al., 2019)​. As a result of the explosion of data, nontraditional data is also being                    
introduced into AI models for prediction ​(Petrasic et al., 2017)​. An example of this in underwriting, could                 
be synthesizing a person’s transactional and telecommunications data to predict their risk of defaulting.              
Such potential considerations would add increasing levels of complexity to a process that is currently               
thought to be straightforward. 
 
Healthcare is one of the most innovative industries as it relates to AI because of the stakes of the problems                    
they are trying to solve. This has been fascinating for AI research because the complexity of healthcare                 
data has made it a rich source for AI innovation ​(Thesmar et al., 2019)​. However, this complexity is a                   
double-edged sword as the infinite computational potential of the real world continues to limit AI to the                 
context of its training ​(Lu et al., 2018)​. In digital pathology, the nearly computationally infinite variability                
that is found in tissue composition makes the implementation of deep learning approaches a daunting, if                
not impossible, task ​(Tizhoosh & Pantanowitz, 2018)​. While the race is on to discover the best way to                  
handle the volume and velocity of the data that is pouring in, the more of it, the better. The increasing                    
levels of connectivity are driving value for every business and individual involved in the process               
(Haeffner & Panuwatwanich, 2018)​. As businesses gather more data, it allows them to make more               
accurate predictions. Subsequently, consumers and groups are reaping the benefits both financially and             
socially from the uptick in efficiency and accuracy that AI brings. However, it is important for                
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organizations to prioritize the data first. AI will only be as good as the data that is fed into it, and the                      
quality of that data matters ​(Harrison & O’Neill, 2017)​. 
2.2 Risks and Challenges of Artificial Intelligence 
Like any other technology, AI is encountering its risks and challenges. Five of the commonly referred to                 
risks and challenges are: (1) allowance and protection of personal individual privacy, (2) algorithmic bias,               
(3) “automation bias,” (4) the “black box” problem and (5) “adversarial attacks.” Personal privacy is a big                 
concern for many people globally and has led to legislation like General Data Protection Regulation               
(GDPR) in the EU. Essentially, as connectivity grows and people are more ingrained in the IoT, the                 
granularity of companies ability to measure individuals tasks and behaviors becomes microscopic. The             
ability to classify a person so narrowly brings benefits like personalization, enabled by machine learning,               
but it is not without the dangers of consumer privacy. Furthermore, much discussion is being had about                 
algorithmic bias. With machine learning and deep learning models, the data input, training, or initial               
programming are all areas where bias can sneak into algorithms ​(Petrasic et al., 2017)​. If not intensely                 
monitored and prevented, this can lead to machines producing outputs that discriminate based upon              
categories--like race and sex--which are unethical and legally prohibited ​(Wall, 2018)​. Even if the              
algorithm is not programmed to do this and the data is not labeled with these categories, there still                  
remains a risk that these protected categories are highlighted in the data, and that must be protected                 
against ​(Wall, 2018)​.  
 
Another challenge of the increasing prevalence of algorithms is what is known as “automation bias.”               
Automation bias is when a person becomes over-reliant upon the output produced by the algorithm               
(Goddard et al., 2011)​. In one study, although Clinical Decision Support Systems produced a net positive                
improvement in diagnostic accuracy, it also introduced automation bias such that physicians were             
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changing their minds from a correct diagnosis to an incorrect one after considering the output of the                 
machine ​(Goddard et al., 2011)​. This is a challenge for AI decision-making applications across all               
domains. It is important for people working alongside algorithms to think critically about the output they                
produce and not just allow the algorithm to think for them.  
 
This deference to the machine often comes because the expert has no access to critically assess the                 
reasoning of the machine. Consequently, one of the phrases often associated with AI is labeling it as a                  
“black box.” By “black box,” researchers mean that how the AI algorithm came to its prediction or                 
conclusion is indecipherable or not explainable ​(Russell & Norvig, 2016)​. This challenge arises out of               
AI’s inability to understand meaning ​(Mitchell, 2019)​. We, as humans, understand reality through the lens               
of cause and effect. Historically, this has been one of the powers of statistics and its ability to verify those                    
causal relationships that we observe ​(Thesmar et al., 2019)​. So when relying on algorithms as a source of                  
information for decision-making, humans are still expected to rationally explain what factors led the AI               
system into its prediction. This is vital, and, fortunately, much research is being done to drive progress in                  
this realm. For example, a group at MIT is developing AI techniques which use “human-like reasoning”                
to solve problems ​(Foy, 2018)​.  
 
Lastly, because of AI’s granular approach to processing data and its inability to understand meaning, AI is                 
susceptible to what are known as “adversarial attacks.” These are intentional corruptions, most often of               
images, in the data inputted to an AI algorithm which are designed to lead it astray in its interpretation                   
and prediction ​(Szegedy et al., 2013)​. Thus, though research is being done to guard against such attacks                 
(Goswami et al., n.d.)​, when designing applications for these technologies, we must be aware of these                
risks that could be sources for misclassification or fraud in underwriting.  
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2.3 Artificial Intelligence as a Tool 
One of the main hindrances of AI implementations is its inability to work in dynamic, unstable                
environments ​(Duan et al., 2019)​. AI’s narrow scope means that its applications have no lateral               
transferability, its knowledge cannot be repurposed, and it can fail at its given task if the data that it is                    
trained on excludes a situation and it is unable to learn it appropriately on the job. It is not just that it can                       
only do one job; that is not necessarily problematic. It is that in the case of any outliers, or extra                    
considerations that might need to be made for a job, AI cannot comprehend or contextualize this. It has no                   
understanding that any need for further consideration or special circumstances would even exist. This              
raises a lot of problems for organizations on a practical level since they cannot just hand off important                  
decisions to an AI technology. Thus, organizations must consider, when evaluating different opportunities             
for AI implementation, how they will derive value from these systems despite the narrowness and               
specificity of AI. 
 
Given the current state of AI, it is important that businesses consider AI as a tool to be integrated in                    
sociotechnical systems of work and organizing rather than as a self-sufficient technological system. This              
means that AI should be supporting the work of individuals, helping them to do their jobs more                 
efficiently, rather than replacing them ​(Barro & Davenport, 2019)​. One example of the power of natural                
language processing (NLP) in this role is currently being demonstrated in the evaluation of insurance               
claims. Rather than having to tediously comb through hundreds, and sometimes thousands of documents,              
to evaluate the claim, NLP has the power to parse through the document in a matter of seconds to flag                    
important information and verify that nothing appears suspicious or fraudulent ​(Davenport, 2019)​. It is              
important to remember that as brilliant as the outputs and capabilities of many AI technologies are, there                 
is no understanding--like we humans perceive--of the inputs or outputs that the machine is processing               
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(Mitchell, 2019)​. That is why we must treat these outputs as an additional, albeit strong, source of                 
information. Clinicians are already being implored to consider the outputs of the machines as another               
piece of statistical evidence ​(Stead, 2018)​. It is important that they remain suspicious and consider the                
results as a tool that is consulted like the reports of a “high potassium value” or “electrocardiogram”                 
keeping AI as just a weapon in the toolbox ​(Stead, 2018)​. With this approach, humans, though                
collaborating with AI, remain in control and are responsible for the final outcome. 
 
2.4 Human-AI Partnership 
One of the areas in which AI has been steadily improving is decision-making sciences. In the earliest                 
implementations of AI, expert systems (ES) were leveraged to assist humans through very mechanistic              
decision trees ​(Edwards et al., 2000)​. One of the key elements to success for those utilizing these early                  
systems was for the practitioner, working in tandem with the machine, to remain autonomous in their                
decision making and absorb the ES’s information to make a more informed decision. At the same time,                 
there were also early instances where humans were being replaced by AI systems ​(Edwards et al., 2000)​.                 
While this technology has since grown exponentially, the common sentiment in the literature remains              
very similar--that partnership between humans and AI systems (often referred to as Human-AI             
partnership) is the best dynamic for success ​(Duan et al., 2019; Dwivedi et al., 2019; Jarrahi, 2018)​. This                  
is because while AI systems are extremely effective at automating repetitive tasks across the job market,                
jobs are continually shifting, pushing human workers deeper into roles that take advantage of their unique                
cognitive abilities ​(Barro & Davenport, 2019)​. “The unique strength of human intelligence is its ability to                
learn and adapt to new environments and challenges” ​(Duan et al., 2019, p. 68)​. This is what enables                  
people to act effectively in novel environments--particularly, in “highly consequential situations” ​(Faraj et             
al., 2018)​. 
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It is being increasingly understood that Human-AI partnership is not just a stop-gap before AGI is capable                 
of nearly complete automation, but that this partnership is what will produce the highest levels of                
cognitive functioning ​(Malone, 2018b)​. A powerful example of this is a statement by Wilson and               
Daugherty that in their analysis of more than 1,500 companies, “we found that firms achieve the most                 
significant performance improvements when humans and machines work together” ​(Wilson & Daugherty,            
2018, p. 2)​. This is because while algorithms are good tactically, they are weak strategically ​(Epstein,                
2019)​. “Tactics,” Epstein ​(2019) defined as, “short combinations of moves” (p. 22) in a defined context,                
while strategy, where humans still hold the competitive advantage, is the “ability to integrate broadly” (p.                
29). It was this combination of tactics and strategy, through Human-AI partnership, that Wilson and               
Daugherty found to work so well in many firms.  
 
There are two parallel approaches being considered in the literature of Human-AI partnership: (1)              
augmentation and (2) “superminds” (akin to human-in-the-loop theory). ​The key difference between the             
two approaches is that in instances of augmentation the work is partitioned between the two parties, while                 
in “superminds” or “task assemblages,” the humans and AI work interdependently ​(Rai et al., 2019)​. The                
first, and most prevalent, is the use of AI to ​augment the abilities of humans ​(Jarrahi, 2018)​. AI is                   
considered as augmenting a human workers ability in one of three ways: they “​amplify our cognitive                
strengths… ​interact with customers and employees to free us for higher-level tasks… or ​embody human               
skills to extend our physical capabilities” ​(Wilson & Daugherty, 2018, p. 5)​. Manufacturing has been one                
industry using AI to embody human skill to take advantage of centaur-like “cyber-physical production              
systems” increasing integration of the production process ​(Haeffner & Panuwatwanich, 2018)​.  
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The other consideration for Human-AI partnership is the idea of “superminds” as introduced by Malone               
(2018a)​. Malone’s vision for superminds is groups of humans and computers acting together in ways that                
seem intelligent in order to accomplish things that neither of them could achieve alone ​(Malone, 2018a)​.                
Ultimately, this collaboration produces collective intelligence by capturing the unique, specialized skill            
that each individual contributor has to offer ​(Malone, 2018a)​. In practice, augmentation and “superminds”              
work together harmoniously, however, they both consider the approach through a slightly different lens;              
augmentation being human-centric and “superminds” being group(or system)-centered. Fundamentally,         
the rationale for Human-AI partnership rests upon the fallibility of both humans and machines and the                
opportunity to strategically use their competitive advantages to accomplish tasks at the highest level              
possible. So until AGI (or maybe not until superintelligence) becomes a reality, Human-AI partnership              
will be the market leading strategy for extracting the maximal value of AI technologies. 
 
A sensible rationale for the partnership discourse is Moravec’s paradox, which states that what machines               
are good at, humans are weak at and vice versa ​(Kasparov, 2017)​. Chess has long been considered as a                   
pseudo litmus test for the intelligence of AI systems. In 1997, IBM’s Deep Blue defeated World Chess                 
Champion Garry Kasparov in what was hailed by many as a seminal moment for cognitive technologies                
(Kasparov, 2017)​. An impressive feat, such as it was, led to the development of a new version of the sport                    
that is now called “freestyle” chess. Unlike in traditional chess, freestyle chess enables players to team-up                
with any number of other players or computers, and the game is typically played with strict time limits                  
(Cowen, 2013)​. Since computers are tactically flawless (meaning they can computationally play out all              
possible moves and evaluate which is the best), the onus is then upon the humans to strategize, or think                   
about the bigger picture ​(Epstein, 2019)​. Freestyle chess ​requires the highest level of partnership and for                
contestants to work within the constraints of Moravec’s paradox to be successful--a dynamic supermind.              
As a result, “Human creativity was even more paramount under these conditions, not less” ​(Kasparov,               
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2017)​. Inevitably, this meant that Human-AI partnership teams have exhibited the highest level of chess               
ever played ​(Epstein, 2019)​. Higher than any chess system by itself. Therefore, on the freestyle               
chessboard, humans are not only important but equally crucial to the success of the team--much like they                 
will be in other domains. 
2.5 The Future of Artificial Intelligence in Underwriting 
It is often assumed in domains like underwriting, where there is little diversity or complexity in the way                  
that different stakeholders are treated, that AI has the potential to completely automate the process               
because it is highly parameterized ​(Chester et al., 2019)​. This perception is boosted by futuristic               
narratives portraying “usage-based insurance” where ubiquitous connectivity allows companies to          
monitor practically every relevant behavior and action of an individual ​(Balasubramanian et al., 2018)​.              
“Algorithms that predict creditworthiness rely on advanced versions of what are called ‘unobtrusive             
measures’” ​(Petrasic et al., 2017, p. 4)​. Unobtrusive measures are methods like observing which area               
underneath the paintings in an art exhibit are the most damaged and scratched up, in order to understand                  
which of the pieces was the most popular during the display ​(Petrasic et al., 2017)​. With the explosion of                   
data and ubiquitous connectivity, individuals are leaving treasure troves of data for the unobtrusive              
measure-like analysis that makes “usage-based insurance” models technologically feasible. However, this           
type of explanation, or lack thereof, is not acceptable in evidence-based industries like underwriting              
(Wilson & Daugherty, 2018)​. Machine learning and deep learning technologies that act as a “black box”                
may not be compatible with the explainability standards of regulation in the financial services industry.               
So though there are many opportunities in this highly parameterized industry, human judgment is still a                
required skill for evaluating the context of a customer’s application in edge cases. 
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Since the nature of underwriting is so quantifiable, it is seen as an industry at the forefront of AI                   
innovation and highly susceptible to automation ​(Editorial Team, 2018; Lai, 2018; Meckbach, 2019;             
Shelly, 2019)​. If it can be determined that underwriting is susceptible to complete automation, then, more                
studies will be required to determine where the threshold for the limits of automation are to be set. But if                    
not, then it can be extrapolated out that systems which are more complex are also not susceptible to                  
complete automation and thus, the division of labor between human workers and AI technologies must be                
the emphasis of future research.  
 
In order to discover any potential characteristics of process richness that are susceptible to being lost                
through automation with artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies, the job of the             
underwriter must be broken down to the task level. This will allow me to determine what parts of the                   
process are technically automatable and thereby extrapolate the balance required between stakeholders            
and the machine as processes are transformed by these technologies ​(Willis et al., 2019)​.  
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3. Methods Section 
To deconstruct the job of an underwriter down to the task-level, I conducted observations and               
semi-structured interviews to gather empirical data. To do this, I visited a captive automotive financier               
and employed the following methods over the course of a five-day period. While a majority of the time                  
was spent observing and interviewing credit analysts--since this was the job of interest--time was also               
spent interviewing other underwriting stakeholders in the Risk and Information Technology departments.            
The diversity of stakeholders chosen for fieldwork was an intentional design of the study to help construct                 
a holistic understanding of the underwriting process. However, not all credit analysts were observed or               
interviewed; but rather, a representative sample was chosen based upon both analyst experience and the               
differentiations between the customers they serviced. All observations and interviews were conducted            
on-site at the Captive’s headquarters.  
3.1 Setting 
The captive automotive finance company is strategically placed to support the sales of the original               
equipment manufacturer (OEM). Unlike traditional banks, a Captive’s clientele profile falls into one of              
three types: associated dealerships, commercial customers, or consumer customers. In this research, I             
focused on the underwriting practices for consumer customers, which makes up a majority of the total                
financing by volume. The opportunities offered to consumer customers take one of two distinct forms:               
leasing or automobile financing. As a captive company, the financier is expected by the OEM to have a                  
larger risk appetite to support vehicle sales. Therefore, the underwriting process is all the more vital in the                  
lives of captive finance companies as they manage the lack of diversification in their portfolio and                
increased risk expectations. 
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Captive automotive finance companies are not designed to operate in the same manner as the traditional                
banks that they compete against. Automotive finance, in general, is unique in the underwriting space               
because the financial institution, captive or traditional, is only communicating with the dealerships--who             
serve as intermediaries--though the end customer is ultimately their client. This means that in the stage of                 
client acquisition, the automotive financier must balance the interest of an extra party, and not just their                 
own and that of their end clients. This is particularly important in the case of the Captive, because they                   
must coexist in this forced symbiotic relationship with the dealer, in order to support the OEM. In the                  
United States especially, the dynamic is complicated because dealerships are individually owned by             
persons who are not directly affiliated with the OEM, other than through their dealership, and maintain                
personal, profit-centered motivations. In comparison, their traditional banking competitors operate          
independently of this system and are not constrained by these same expectations. All of these elements                
combine to add an element of complexity to automotive financing that must be considered and is not                 
present in traditional insurance underwriting.  
 
3.1.1 The Underwriting Process 
Every day, the captive automotive finance company receives thousands of applications seeking approval             
from dealerships all over the country. In their current environment, the company has an auto-decisioning               
system designed to make a credit decision--clean approval, conditioned approval, or rejection--with            
certain rules-based parameters that kick a decision out of automation and into manual review.  
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Figure 1 Credit application life-cycle 
Figure 1 displays the breakdown between system decisions and manual reviews, along with the              
subsequent rehashed decisions. It is worth noting that a single application can go through as many                
iterations of rehashing as the dealership requests. The purpose of Figure 1 is to situate the work of the                   
credit analysts and to better understand their role in underwriting, as well as highlight where machines                
have already made significant operational in-roads. 
 
3.1.2 The Role of Credit Analysts 
At the captive automotive finance company in which I conducted my observations, any manual              
underwriting is performed by credit analysts. While the primary role of credit analysts is to analyze credit                 
and make underwriting decisions, they do so in service of assigned dealerships for which they are                
responsible. Furthermore, as a captive, they also have responsibility for the intrinsic relationship between              
themselves and the dealerships, as engendered by the kin association of their brand and in support of the                  
sales of the OEM. Thus, the role of the credit analysts extends beyond one of rote decision-making as we                   
will explore later in the paper.  
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3.2 Underwriting Stakeholder Observations 
In-person observations were conducted through the means of “side-by-sides”--the financier’s internal           
method of training new credit analysts. The purpose of these observations was to capture implicit               
elements of underwriting that might not have been identifiable by those who routinely execute them. I                
was present for “side-by-sides” with six different credit analysts, with a varying range of experience and                
clientele. These “side-by-sides” consisted of both instructional content--teaching me about the platform            
and the responsibilities as if I was to perform the job--and live observations of the credit analyst                 
performing the job themself. This afforded me the opportunity to gain an understanding of what the                
analysts themselves found valuable for doing their job, and also capture value-added elements of their               
work that they may not have perceived themselves. Each of the observation sessions were approximately               
60 minutes in length. Furthermore, throughout the course of the observations, I asked unstructured              
questions of the analyst I was observing to further my understanding of the process and draw out the                  
rationale behind certain elements of the work. At times, questions were noted and not asked immediately                
if the analyst was preoccupied with important work or on a phone call. During the observations, I wore                  
my own headset, split from the analyst’s, so as to be able to fully listen to any phone conversations that                    
were taking place. Additionally, if consent was provided and signed for beforehand, I recorded the               
conversation that took place during the observation and took still photographs of resources that the credit                
analyst used to conduct their job and I found relevant and interesting. Observations were confined to                
credit analysts since they are the ones performing the underwriting tasks that I was seeking to study. 
3.3 Underwriting Stakeholder Interviews 
Interviews were semi-structured, and questioning took place in a private setting away from the              
stakeholders workstation and coworkers. This was designed to create a comfortable and trusting             
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environment for all participants. The purpose of the interviews was to gain further insight and               
understanding into the role of the credit analyst in the underwriting process. Interviews with all               
stakeholders were conducted after the observations had been held, allowing me to contextualize and ask               
better, specific questions. I had prepared in advance a different interview protocol for each of the                
stakeholder groups that I was to interview, and adapted those protocols based upon the observations that                
were conducted over the course of the five days. All interviews were recorded, after receiving consent                
from the participant. 
 
With the credit analysts, I conducted 7 interviews, all approximately 30 minutes. Four of the interviews                
were with credit analysts whom I had already conducted an observation with and 3 of the interviews were                  
with new credit analysts. The purpose of the credit analyst interviews was to dive deeper into their own                  
understanding and expectations of their role and to refine my understanding of the tasks and               
responsibilities required of them. Outside of the credit analysts, I also conducted 3 interviews with               
auxiliary stakeholders: 2 interviews with Risk analysts and 1 interview with an Information Technology              
director. The purpose of the interviews with the Risk analysts was to gain an understanding of how they                  
expect the role of the credit analyst to fit into the context of underwriting. The Risk division is responsible                   
for managing the risk appetite of the captive’s portfolio, and they also are the ones who manage the                  
auto-decisioning system and the subsequent rules that an application might hit, requiring it to be manually                
reviewed. The purpose of the interview with the Information Technology director was to better              
understand the company’s current technological infrastructure and how they envision AI can play a role in                
underwriting in the future. All of these interviews with auxiliary stakeholders helped me to holistically               
understand the complexity of the system and how credit analysts execute their jobs.  
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3.4 AI Expert Interviews 
After conducting the observations and interviews at the captive automotive finance company, I conducted              
additional interviews with experts in the field of AI--after analyzing and codifying the data. The purpose                
of these interviews was to verify my assessment of the current state of AI and its potential application to                   
the tasks that the credit analysts perform. Additionally, the AI experts were asked to make their own                 
assessments and recommendations about the automatability of the captive’s underwriting system based            
upon the tasks and visualizations provided to them. Two different interviews were conducted for this               
purpose, ranging from 45 to 75 minutes in length. These interviews were conducted remotely using video                
conferencing software that enabled me to share my screen and, thus, documentation and visualizations.              
These were unstructured interviews designed to relay as much context and information as possible, so that                
the expert’s perspective could be direct and robust in response.  
3.5 Data Analysis 
As mentioned, each of the observations and interviews were recorded after receiving and documenting              
consent from each of the participants. These recordings were then transcribed with identifications given              
for changes between the speakers. These transcriptions were then transferred into a coding spreadsheet              
designed so that each block of speech could be linked with different codes that I identified. To analyze                  
this qualitative data, I followed the methodology put forth by Berg (2001): 
1. Step 1:​ Read and become familiar with the data; 
2. Step 2:​ Use open coding to create initial, low-level categories; 
3. Step 3:​ Consolidate similar or dissimilar categories into more abstract, higher-level categories; 
4. Step 4:​ Verify all of the categories; 
5. Step 5:​ Define and name higher-level categories. 
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This methodology enabled me to inductively move through my codes and extrapolate from my data to                
answer my research questions. This method also helped to identify the tasks that the credit analysts                
performed in the underwriting process and the first level codes, all of which were presented to the AI                  
experts during those interviews.  
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4. Findings 
In the modern working world, rote, rules-based work has been handed over to machines before the new                 
wave of AI has even come about. This portion of work in the context of the Captive concerns the 65-70%                    
of new application decisions in Figure 1 that are already automated by information systems. In my                
findings, I will explore where the additional complexity is introduced into the current system, causing so                
many applications to still require manual review and the implications that has for credit analysts. After                
that, I will explain how this additional complexity in the system is currently handled and, ultimately, the                 
potentials for future Human-AI partnership to improve the underwriting process at the Captive. 
4.1 Complexity Beyond Automation 
There are two main components that introduce additional complexity beyond automation at the captive              
automotive financier. In this context, the responsibility of being a Captive is the first element of                
complexity, and the result of that is the exception handling that is then required of the credit analysts in                   
the underwriting process.  
 
4.1.1 The Responsibility of a Captive 
As was previously discussed, the Captive is strategically oriented by the OEM to support their sales. This                 
structure--requiring them to manage the interests of multiple stakeholders--significantly impacts the           
internal operations of the Captive. Participant 15, from the Risk department, characterized the difference              
this way: 
 
“...​as a captive, we have a little bit of a different strategy than, let’s say, a normal finance                  
company. I believe some of the vendors out there like [Traditional Bank] are 100% auto               
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decision because they just really don’t care about lost business, like if they don’t want it,                
they don’t want it. With us, it’s a little bit different because we exist to support car sales.                  
So if this is like an extra car sale, then we have to find a way to make a deal happen.” 
 
This quote captures the sense of vested interest that the Captive has in selling the car--even though it does                   
not impact their bottom-line--beyond booking the loan. Minimizing lost business is a responsibility in this               
context that extends beyond the traditional risk management of financial lending and introduces a              
dynamic for the Captive of managing multiple stakeholders. While a traditional bank may only be               
concerned with the impact their decision has on the end customer, the Captive must also manage a                 
strategic relationship with affiliated dealerships. This sense of partnership between all three parties--the             
Captive, the dealership, and the OEM--is what Participant 9 referenced in their interview as something               
they take pride in. Again, this complexity of managing multiple stakeholders changes the way that the                
Captive operates compared to a traditional bank. Participant 16 characterized this operational difference             
such that: “we [the Captive] want to give them a chance to negotiate.” In terms of making a credit                   
decision, this desire to capture lost business and a willingness to negotiate introduces new levels of                
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4.1.2 Exception Handling 
Figure 2 Credit decision classifications 
The majority of this application complexity comes in the form of exception handling. Exceptions are the                
cases that break open the otherwise neatly defined task-context of underwriting. Figure 2, neatly displays               
the three different categories that classify loan decisions at the Captive. A policy decision lies within the                 
standard risk tolerance of the Captive; a tolerance decision extends the policy and lies within a flexible                 
and shifting second, outer boundary; and an exception decision lies outside either of these predefined               
boundaries. Figure 2, illustrates this distinction and notes that any instances of exception handling              
decisions are creative and generative--areas in which humans have a competitive advantage. Handling             
these types of exceptions is what credit analysts spend a majority of their time doing. (Although, there are                  
two other types of exceptions that I will briefly discuss later in this section). Almost all of these types of                    
decisions are instances of “rehashes” as seen in Figure 1. Rehashing is when the dealer wants to                 
renegotiate a deal. Though not all rehashes require an exception since it could fall into any of the three                   
categories outlined in Figure 2, most rehashes are dealerships seeking some type of exception              
decision--and this is what credit analysts spend most of their time handling. In regard to the monopoly of                  
rehashing on the analyst’s time, Participant 8 remarked, ​“I can go through a [new] deal, I can turn it, I can                     
decision it within three minutes; but to rehash, that takes up all my time.” Through my observations, it                  
became apparent that nearly all of the inbound and outbound phone calls that the credit analysts handled                 
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were a piece of rehashing. Either a dealership had called them to negotiate a deal, or they were calling out                    
to discuss a rehash request they received.  
 
As much complexity as these exceptions create, this is how a Captive must operate in order to fulfill their                   
responsibility to the OEM and support car sales. Participant 5 summed up this complexity well when they                 
said, “there are exceptions to every rule.” And so the challenge this introduces for the credit analysts is as                   
Participant 1 described it, to “take the risk on the right customers.” The reason these are exceptions is                  
because there is no policy regarding these cases. I will explore how credit analysts make these                
out-of-bounds decisions in the next section.  
 
There are two other main types of exceptions (besides actual exception decisions as depicted in Figure 2)                 
requiring different degrees of human intervention: entry error correction and credit bureau stipulations. In              
the case of entry error correction, Participant 15 commented that the Captive has already implemented AI                
tools, through external vendors, that autocorrect and verify the personal information of a customer, within               
a specified severity of error. In my discussion with AI Expert 2, we considered chatbots as an additional                  
AI tool in this space to further capture and correct entry errors, by contacting and resolving the errors with                   
dealership staff. On the other hand, credit bureau stipulations like fraud alerts or credit freezes are                
regulatory measures taken in the financial industry to protect consumers; these are issues that will always                
require human intervention for protective purposes. All together, these forms of exceptions are very rare               
and are only becoming increasingly rarer as the AI tools get better at handling the manual entry errors.                  
Therefore, the rest of the analysis will look specifically at the exception handling of approving               
applications outside of policy that make up the vast majority of a credit analyst’s work.  
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In the next section, the discussion shifts to examine how these complexities in the system are currently                 
handled.  
4.2 The Current State of the Partnership 
In the current division of work, the system has freed the credit analyst from pure, rote underwriting and                  
expanded their role to include many other functions like customer service, sales, project management, and               
portfolio management. In this section, I will discuss the current division of labor between the system and                 
the credit analysts, and focus on the tasks and responsibilities that the credit analysts handle. The focus                 
will be on the credit analysts because they perform the tasks that AI will potentially encroach upon. 
 
4.2.1 The Current Division Is ​Not ​Collaborative 
In its current state, the credit analysts and the auto-decisioning system act as two distinct systems running                 
in parallel to provide credit decisions. There is no functional overlap between the considerations made by                
the system and those made by the credit analysts. The tools that the credit analysts currently use to                  
perform their job are purely platforms, not partners. Figure 3 offers a more nuanced examination of the                 
initial distribution of work between credit analysts and the system for new applications. As is clear, all                 
applications are sent first to the auto-decisioning system, which in its current capacity cannot handle               
between 30-35% of decisions that are then pushed into manual review for credit analysts. When the credit                 
analyst is presented with these new applications, there is only one factor generated by the machine and                 
provided to the credit analysts for them to consider while making their decision. So though the system                 
may be handling the bulk of the volume of new applications that fall within policy or tolerance, it is                   
providing minimal help to the credit analysts for decisions that it cannot make. 
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Figure 3 The division of new applications between the auto-decisioning system and credit analysts 
The one caveat to this otherwise, clean split is a proprietary algorithm that the Captive has developed.                 
Participant 15, in Risk, described the algorithm’s output as a consolidation of the customer’s credit history                
into a single number. This number is considered by the Captive to be an adjusted FICO score based upon                   
the credit history of a given customer. However, no justification or rationale--explaining how this number               
was generated--is provided to the credit analysts. As a result, this score is a non-factor in the credit                  
analyst’s decision because one of their most important tasks is to sell their decision to the customer; and                  
selling--or convincing--requires a rationale. Explainability of this nature will be one of the primary              
obstacles for AI technologies in decision-making roles like this. And for financial institutions like the               
Captive, regulation requires them to be able to provide a logical, well-thought-out explanation for any               
decision. So though the algorithm is sufficient for making credit decisions within policy, it does not                
provide any rationale or considerations that the credit analyst requires to justify their decisions outside of                
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policy. Thus, there is no collaboration between the system and the credit analysts in the decision-making                
process.  
 
Given this partitioned distribution of work--with the credit analysts and the system operating parallel to               
one another--the next section examines the current tasks and responsibilities of the credit analysts where               
any future Human-AI partnership would be focused. 
 
4.2.2 Tasks and Responsibilities of the Credit Analysts 
Even in its current state, the system has acted to free up the credit analysts and push them deeper into tacit                     
activities, introducing two specific characteristics to their work that extend outside of making credit              
decisions: client-facing relations and holistic decision making. In this section, I will argue that these are                
now the core functions of a credit analyst’s job and that analyzing credit is actually just the expertise. 
Figure 4 Tasks performed by credit analysts 
The tasks listed in Figure 4 summarize the job of credit analysts at the Captive and, proportionally, are                  
indicative of approximately how much time credit analysts spend creating value outside of analyzing              
credit. Reviewing this table should help to contextualize the discussion in the rest of the section where I                  
elaborate on many of these tasks. 
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Client-Facing Relations 
Credit analysts are in a client-facing role and their ability to communicate clearly and convincingly is the                 
most important skill they employ on a daily basis. Each of the credit analysts are assigned to different                  
dealerships within a geographic region, and they become the primary point of contact for that dealership.                
This consistent, daily communication and relationship building with their dealerships are two of the              
primary responsibilities that stretch the credit analysts beyond pure underwriting. Participant 1 remarked             
during my observation, “so coming in here, I had no idea this was going to be a call center.” 
 
During my observations, all around me people were on the phone anywhere from approximately 60-90%               
of the day. They are not just on the phone arbitrarily, they are required to be. Participant 1 noted, “on my                     
phone line… you have to be available [at least] 60% [of the time].” In this setting, nearly all of these                    
conversations are with finance employees in the dealerships seeking to rehash a deal. This means that the                 
analysts are constantly making underwriting decisions under pressure while on the phone with a dealer               
who wants the deal approved. Therefore, during interviews, it was not surprising that Participants 7, 8, 10,                 
11 and 13 all commented that saying “no” was probably the hardest part of the job. But simply saying                   
“no” is not enough. One of the main skills that credit analysts are coached on is how to “sell their                    
decision.” To assist with this, most of the credit analysts had a reference tool somewhere on their desk,                  
provided by management, with the Captive’s protocol for selling their decision. In my discussion with AI                
Expert 2, we talked about the potential for sentiment analysis tools to assist credit analysts in their                 
judgment of how dealerships are responding to their pitch. Accurate, real-time feedback of this nature               
could help expedite calls and enable credit analysts to be more convincing as they sell their decisions.                 
However, being a good communicator and “selling your decision” are not enough on their own. All of the                  
credit analysts spoke frequently about how vital relationships were in their interactions with dealerships.  
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In all of my observations, the credit analysts were intentionally courteous and relational in their               
conversations with dealership staff. Participant 2 greeted one of their dealerships with, “My friend, my               
friend! How are you doing…” Friendly greetings like this were not uncommon from many of the credit                 
analysts I observed when answering a phone call from dealerships whom they had established              
relationships with. During one observation, Participant 5 showed me a spreadsheet they had compiled              
with information on each of the staff who work at the dealerships they were assigned to. The information                  
included their name, their favorite sports teams, or even information about their family. Later in our                
interview, he spoke about this practice again and said, “​I take notes, whenever a new dealer calls in I’ll                   
put their name down and just make a list.” Cultivating this depth of social relationship further enables the                  
credit analyst to partner with dealerships and support the sales of the OEM. 
 
As evidenced above, communication skills and social relationship abilities have shifted to become core              
elements of the credit analysts’ job. Therefore, while credit analysis is a necessary expertise that equips                
credit analysts to have these conversations, credit analysts primarily distinguish themselves by how they              
communicate and handle relationships. Supporting this idea, Participant 10 commented, “[credit analysts]            
don’t have to have a lot of years of experience to be good at analyzing risk, but where I notice the biggest                      
difference, [between experience and inexperienced analysts], is when you’re communicating that           
information to the dealer.” Furthermore, Participant 9 said, “I tell people all the time, you want to be the                   
best of the best, you want to understand what you’re looking at, learn to explain your decision to a                   
dealer… a lot of people don’t know how to explain why they’re doing what they’re doing without some                  
time on the job.” Thus, as credit analysts partner with AI technologies in the future, these core                 
competencies will become more important as they learn to integrate AI inputs into their communication to                
“sell their decision.”  
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It is a combination of the ability to “sell their decision” and cultivate relationships--provided their               
foundational expertise in credit analysis--that allows a credit analyst to execute their job at a high-level.                
The next section focuses on the holistic perspective that credit analysts use when making exception               
decisions outside of the Captive’s policy. 
 
Holistic Decision-Makers 
Credit analysts make judgment calls based on a holistic perspective that includes a larger number of tacit                 
and explicit inputs. This understanding of their role as holistic decision-makers is what enables them to                
say “no” well and serve as a strong gatekeeper in this complex environment. Credit analysts are in a                  
position to be holistic decision-makers because they are receiving inputs for credit decisions that the               
system is not and gauging other high-level considerations. 
Figure 5 Credit decision inputs 
The two additional inputs that the credit analysts receive are dealership portfolio information and the               
relationship they have with a dealership (Figure 5). The first, dealership portfolio information is              
quantitative, appearing in a web application spreadsheet, and captures the business relationship that a              
given dealership has with the Captive. During my discussion with AI Expert 1, we considered the                
dealership portfolio information as capable of being integrated with historical credit analysis information             
into a machine learning tool and potentially providing credit analysts with a real-time statistical risk gauge                
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for when they are making credit decisions. The second factor, the credit analyst’s personal relationship               
with the staff at a dealership, is qualitative and an example of a tacit input considered by the credit                   
analyst. However, the personal relationship is not factored into the actual credit decision as much as it is                  
into how they sell the deal. Fundamentally, credit analysts are striving to make holistic decisions based                
upon all of the factors of an application and must manage the relationship as part of that. Related to this,                    
Participant 12 voiced in an interview, “the relationship is key and super important, but you can’t let that                  
over sway things sometimes.” These two additional inputs factor together to comprise the high-level              
perspective that allows a credit analyst to make a decision outside of policy.  
 
Considering both sets of inputs during analysis to make a credit decision is a function of judgment by the                   
credit analyst. That is why two different analysts can look at the same application, and one will reject it                   
while the other approves it with certain conditions. This challenge is encapsulated in a description offered                
by Participant 3 during an observation:  
 
“...when the applications come through, everything is judgmental here. Like someone           
here might be more conservative and might not want to approve as much on a deal,                
whereas one might be more willing to give more and take risk, it just all depends… So                 
there’s like no right or wrong answer technically.”  
 
So though there are definite long-term results based upon the payment behavior of the customer, the                
responsibility of the Captive to support the OEM cannot be confined to a controlled context for                
underwriting. This goal-centered orientation--where there is no definite answer--presents serious          
problems for current, task-centered AI technologies. These indefinite circumstances are also the context             
that make exception decisioning a generative and creative task. 
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5. Discussion 
The findings underscore the complexity that is intrinsic when managing the interests of multiple              
stakeholders. Furthermore, they illuminate a context in which humans and technology work alongside             
each other in a disjointed and partitioned fashion. As I will discuss here, with the continued growth of AI                   
technologies comes the challenge of finding a more collaborative, ​interdependent dynamic between            
humans and AI that will continue to push human workers further into their unique competitive               
advantages. Lastly, though the overall shift in the job landscape is expected to be significant ​(Frey &                 
Osborne, 2017)​, I suggest that we begin to see potential Human-AI partnerships as ​repurposing​, not               
replacing, human workers.  
5.1 The Challenge of Uncapped Complexity 
In any system, having multiple stakeholders adds several layers of complexity, since, usually, each of               
these groups has a different interest to pursue. One of the elements that further complicates the                
environment for the Captive is achieving a goal to produce a conceptual outcome rather than a discrete                 
one. Even though the car sales of the OEM is a measurable statistics, the direct impact that a single                   
domestic financier has on that number is too far removed to be easily measured. This inability to establish                  
clear and defined outcomes spells problems for AI technologies that struggle in dynamic, unstable              
environments ​(Duan et al., 2019) and subjects it to the infinite computational potential of the real world                 
(Lu et al., 2018)​. Thus, AI applications must be treated as mere ​tools ​(Barro & Davenport, 2019; Malone,                  
2018a)​ for assisting human workers in jobs where there is no definite constraint on decision making.  
 
This ability to contextualize a situation is impossible for AI technologies which still do not fundamentally                
understand ​meaning (which is inherently context-centric) ​(Mitchell, 2019)​. In underwriting at the Captive,             
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every individual credit decision has to be contextualized within their broader aims of supporting the sales                
of the OEM and balancing a relationship with the dealership. These overlapping and yet unique goals                
require a balance that AI cannot comprehend. Additionally, part of the power of humans “intuitive               
‘commonsense knowledge,’” as Mitchell describes it, is to anticipate the motivations and behaviors of              
other human beings ​(Mitchell, 2019)​. Therefore, completely automating gatekeeper roles, like           
underwriting, in environments where the inputs are not controlled, but rather are coming from multiple               
stakeholders each with independent, non-overlapping motivations, is impossible. AI lacks the grounded            
commonsense necessary to make autonomous decisions in these “highly consequential situations” ​(Faraj            
et al., 2018)​.  
 
These are contexts in which the general intelligence of humans has retained a large competitive advantage                
in our ability to “achieve a wide range of different goals” ​(Malone, 2018a) and “learn and adapt to new                   
environments and challenges” ​(Duan et al., 2019)​. The challenge then, for organizations in these              
uncapped contexts, is to leverage the respective strengths of humans and AI in partnership to improve                
performance metrics like flexibility, speed, and scale in their operations ​(Wilson & Daugherty, 2018)​.  
5.2 Human-AI Partnership: Interdependent Collaboration 
The next step for Human-AI partnership in a process in which the bounds of optimal decisions are                 
uncapped is ​interdependent collaboration. In its current state, the division of work between credit analysts               
and their Interface is disjointed and is an instance of “task augmentation where the roles of AI and                  
humans are partitioned” ​(Rai et al., 2019)​. In roles where the most important skill of the human worker is                   
clear and convincing communication, partitioned work risks leaving workers without the means by which              
to justify and explain their decisions.  
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Wilson and Daughtery ​(Wilson & Daugherty, 2018) highlight roles like “explainers” as new job              
opportunities where human experts are required to explain an output delivered by a             
“black-box”--particularly, in highly regulated industries. But even though financial services may fall            
under this umbrella, turning a credit analyst into an explainer would, most likely, dramatically slow down                
the speed of their work. The key to why this challenge may be introduced in this context is because of the                     
controlled nature of the underlying data. For a task like credit analysis which only takes a matter of                  
minutes to diagnose and accurately decide, this unwrangling of an opaque output delivered by an AI                
would likely harm the delivery of the message communicated and undermine highly valued relationships.  
 
Therefore, the types of partnership that appear more beneficial in this context are instances of “task                
assemblage” where “AI and humans are dynamically brought together to function as an integrated unit”               
(Rai et al., 2019)​. Rather than operating independently, in this dynamic the human and AI would operate                 
interdependently​. This collaboration is more closely akin to Malone’s discussion of superminds and their              
subsequent “collective intelligence, an ability to do things that the individuals in the groups couldn’t have                
done alone” ​(Malone, 2018a)​. In underwriting, this could look like AI, utilizing its specialized              
intelligence, to expediently provide relevant, interpretable data to the credit analyst--and not just a single               
numerical score--with which they, using their general intelligence, contextualize to deliver a quality and              
consistent result. One of the keys for the success of human and AI interdependence in high-pace situations                 
like credit analysis is interpretable AI--which is still one of AI’s greatest challenges ​(Russell & Norvig,                
2016)​. It will be important that in the design and implementation of these systems, AI is supporting and                  
not compromising human workers’ ability to utilize their skills to communicate and convince. 
 
It is important to emphasize that for human workers in these environments, the underlying skill and                
expertise--which in this study is credit analysis--will remain a necessary, vital skill. However, this              
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expertise alone will not be sufficient for creating value as it may have been in the past. Therefore, in                   
client-facing roles interfacing multiple stakeholders like captive credit analysis, value will be increasingly             
found in social and communication skills. In many ways, the continued introduction of AI technologies               
into the workforce will only make humans more human. 
5.3 Human Workers Active Involvement 
As AI becomes increasingly folded into platforms to construct these assemblages, it will be vital that                
users of these systems are trained against “automation bias.” As more autonomy is handed over to AI                 
components to act more like “peers” than “tools” ​(Malone, 2018a)​, the risk is that users become                
over-reliant upon these outputs ​(Goddard et al., 2011)​. It is critical that as workers are encountering these                 
new systems, they are being trained to ensure they do not become overly dependent upon the AI in their                   
own thinking. In underwriting at the Captive, this could lead to credit analysts becoming more reluctant                
when handling exceptions and inadvertently failing to support the sales of the OEM. Or conversely, they                
could defer too much to the AI’s ability to assess the application and take on too much risk. In either case,                     
it is important that workers appropriately weigh the AI’s output and consider it critically, as statistical                
evidence, in the same way that doctors are being implored to ​(Stead, 2018)​. This type of collaboration                 
between humans and AI ensures that humans are still responsible for the final outcome, and they,                
therefore, must be mindful of this in their work and use of AI inferences.  
5.4 Repurposing, Not Replacing 
My findings make it clear that the common narrative of machines replacing humans is a misnomer.                
Rather, it would be more accurate if we considered machines to be “repurposing” humans. In almost all                 
cases, the reskilling of humans is not eliminating their need and utilization in the workforce but rather                 
repurposing their time and shifting the core competencies of their jobs ​(Hagemann et al., 2019)​. For                
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underwriting at the Captive, the reskilling of credit analysts for Human-AI partnership may look like               
teaching them how to interpret the AI’s output and fluidly incorporating it into their exception handling                
and communication. This shift in credit analysts’ core competencies towards their competitive advantages             
over machines will increase their ability to create value, limiting their likelihood of being replaced by                
machines.  
 
However, there still remain many estimates about the capabilities of AI to replace human workers which                
gives rise to fears about a future scarcity in work. In fact, this is not a new fear but one that humans have                       
suffered during previous industrial revolutions as well ​(Haeffner & Panuwatwanich, 2018)​. Regardless of             
the future, it is important that we take these estimates with a grain of salt and adapt accordingly. The                   
general root of this fear is a misunderstanding of the technologies and is not aligned with historical trends.                  
Fundamentally, “tasks that cannot be substituted by automation are generally complemented by it. Most              
work processes draw upon a multifaceted set of inputs: labor and capital” ​(Autor, 2015) and “the basic                 
fact is that technology eliminates jobs, not work” ​(Bowen, 1966)​.  
 
Framing work in this way properly contextualizes AI as a tool and not a substitute--contextualization, the                
very thing that AI is most incapable of. As these tools progress, the role of human workers may not look                    
the same as it does today, but it will still be there. Rather than relying on and utilizing their intuition,                    
implicit pattern recognition, and experience, there will be a shift in managers using their judgment to                
analyze and contextualize the predictions produced by machines ​(Pistrui, 2018)​. Shifting towards this             
dynamic of partnership could strengthen the performance of credit analysts while also making them more               
valuable for their uniquely human skills.  
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By taking advantage of skills that are not replicable, humans will be pushed deeper into the most                 
important roles of businesses ​(Barro & Davenport, 2019)​. The revolution considered in this light is all                
about how humans can add more value to processes and businesses that ultimately operate to support and                 
better the lives of their fellow man ​(Giraud et al., n.d.)​. As client-facing, holistic decision-makers, credit                
analysts will have these opportunities and be pushed deeper into their support of the OEM and in their                  
relationships with dealerships. Past industrial revolutions have stimulated positive progress and improved            
people’s quality of life both professionally and personally in all aspects ​(Makridakis, 2017)​. Towards this               
end, AI will be one of the major catalysts in creating new jobs and emerging industries that have not even                    
been imagined yet ​(Haeffner & Panuwatwanich, 2018; Mokyr et al., 2015)​. AI will drive demand for                
human workers in novel ways true to the mercurial nature of how economies shift and grow ​(Mokyr et al.,                   
2015)​. Ultimately, breakthrough, novelty and creation are uniquely human--vastly undervalued--and the           
crux of the spinning wheels of progress ​(Makridakis, 2017)​.   
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6. Conclusion 
In this work, I conclude that Human-AI partnerships that exhibit interdependence within the system will               
be the most effective forms of partnerships in underwriting. The task-centered analysis revealed that the               
division of work in its current state is too partitioned and must shift to capture the unique abilities of                   
humans and AI technologies respectively, in an integrated dynamic. For human workers, the implication              
is that skills like communication must be learned and relearned because they are becoming more central                
in determining their success or failure in a job. Furthermore, human workers’ ability to apply their general                 
intelligence across broad ranges of tasks is becoming increasingly valuable.  
 
Even in settings with relatively few variables and even fewer outcomes, like underwriting, the complexity               
of a context can increase exponentially as considerations and contexts grow to include multiple              
stakeholders. These environments of uncapped complexity transitions what was once a human worker’s             
core skill into a necessary but not sufficient expertise. By being pushed deeper into their roles in this way,                   
human workers will be required to partner with AI technologies in systems of collective intelligence that                
create new value for businesses. As this transition happens, it will be important that organizations and the                 
workers themselves recognize the challenge of dangers like “automation bias” that can creep into systems.               
Additionally, one of the key hurdles for AI innovation--in these regulated, human-centered contexts--is             
interpretable AI to assist human workers. Ultimately, as AI technology grows and these partnerships              
become more prevalent in society, it is important for both businesses and workers to see this shift as one                   
of repurposing humans, not replacing them. The future of work is one in which humans are becoming                 
more human.  
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6.1 Limitations 
The main limitation of my method is a lack of diversity of perspective across the multiple stakeholders in                  
the underwriting process. Conducting interviews and observations with the OEM and multiple dealerships             
would produce additional information and considerations that could not be captured at the Captive by               
itself. Furthermore, increasing the quantity of interviews and observations at any of the stakeholder              
entities would enable me to better assess the tasks required for underwriting and grow my understanding                
of the human competencies to be learned and relearned for these roles and partnerships. Lastly, the length                 
of my observations was notably limited. More time alongside the credit analysts, instead of my brief foray                 
into the world of underwriting, would result in deeper insight and better analysis. 
6.2 Implications 
This study was relevant to the work being done on Human-AI partnership because it produced a                
task-centered analysis of systems which is being called for in the literature ​(Maedche et al., 2019)​. Most                 
importantly, this study implies that implementing AI without reimagining current partnerships will be             
counterproductive. Therefore, it will be vital for future implementers to intentionally tease out an              
interdependent division of labor for effective Human-AI partnerships given the context of specific jobs. In               
addition, this study provides a benchmark for comparison for other studies in their assessment of the                
automatability of AI technologies and the division of work between humans and AI technologies. Lastly,               
this study offers empirical evidence for Human-AI partnership in the yet undecided AI landscape of               
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Credit Analyst Interview Protocol 
 
Date: 6 January 2020 
Title: Human-AI Partnership in Underwriting 
Investigators: Preston Smith, Mohammad Hossein Jarrahi, PhD, School of Information and Library 
Science 
 
We are interested in learning more about the tasks that you accomplish in the underwriting process and 
the technologies you use. To do so, we will be following a semi-structured interview protocol. 
 
The benefit of this research is that you will be helping us to understand the value added by humans that 
cannot be simulated by artificial intelligence or machine learning technologies. Thus, the research 
examines underwriting and should be a positive and enjoyable reflective discussion on how you’ve been 




1. IRB Walkthrough 
 
2. Can I respond to any questions you have about your experience in this study? 





A. Working Situation 
 
1. What is your educational background? 
 
2. How did you learn the essential fundamental things you need to know about your current position? 
[ Were these skills expected of you before you were hired or have you been taught them on the job? ] 
 
3. How would you characterize the difference between an experienced Credit Analyst and a novice one? 
[ What would the former know that the latter is lacking? ]  
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4. What does a typical day look like/exceptional day look like? 
[ What is the first thing you do when you sit down at your desk? The last thing you do before you leave? ] 
[ What is the first thing you check once you’ve powered up your computer? What is the last thing you 
check before you power down your computer and leave for the day? ] 
[ What is typically the busiest time of your day? What is it that makes that busy? ] 
[ What is typically the calmest time of your day? What is it that makes it calm? ] 
 
5. How frequently are you getting updated credit/risk parameters that change the way you do your job? 
[ How do you receive that information? Is it through meetings, or email, et cetera? ] 
[ Who is conveying that information to you? Your boss, the risk division or someone else? ] 
[ How does that new information impact the way that you do your job? ] 
[ Does new information change the way you use your technologies or your workspace? ] 
[ Does new information have any long-term impact on the way you do your job? ] 
 
B. Technological Infrastructure 
 
1. Can you describe how you communicate with your colleagues and the dealership staff whom you 
interact with? 
[ What technologies enable this communication? E.g. phone calls, emails, instant messaging, et cetera. ] 
[ Which technology is the most effective for communicating with the dealership staff? ] 
[ Which technology is the least effective for communicating with the dealership staff? ] 
 
2. Can you describe how you collaborate with your colleagues and the dealership staff whom you are 
interacting with? 
[ Do you feel as if you and the dealership staff are on the same team? ] 
[ Do your colleagues help you if you don’t know what to do? ] 
[ Do you compete with your colleagues? If so, is this something you enjoy or does it cause you stress? ] 
 
3. Can you describe how you do the work that you do on your own? 
 
C. Underwriting Process 
 
1. Walk me through the process of approving a financing or lease application? What are the steps from 
start to finish? 
[ Are financing and lease applications handled differently? ] 
[ How is the application process started? ] 
[ Do you follow a script for your communication or are you trained on what to say? ] 
[ How closely do you stick to the script or training that has been prepared for you? ] 
 
2. Is there information provided to you in an application that enables you to quickly assess the situation? 
[ If so, are those metrics that are repeated across all loan applications? ] 
[ Is some information more valuable than other information? ] 
[ What information is the most valuable in your decision-making process? ] 
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3. Is there a place you typically start looking if a loan is having a hard time getting approved? 
[ Are there multiple places you look? ] 
[ What are you seeking to discover by looking at this information? ] 
 
4. What are signs that make you more confident that a deal can get done? 
 
5. What are signs that weaken your confidence that a deal can get done? 
 
6. Are there times that the pace of your work bores you because it is too slow or monotonous? 
[ Do you do anything different or additional during these times? ] 
 
7. Are there times that the pace of your work causes you to feel like you cannot keep up? 
[ How do you manage the speed and get everything done? ] 
 
D. Human Judgment 
 
1. Are there any specific signals that if you come across this in a manual review is indicative of fraud or 
leads you to decline the application? 
 
2. Are there ever any situations where you have to make a judgment call about approving a loan? 
[ When? What is the situation? ] 
[ Do these outlier cases repeat and appear similar or are they all unique? ] 
[ How much discretion are you given in making these decisions? ] 
 
3. Do you feel more urgency to protect HCA’s risk profile or support the sale of more cars? 
[ Do relationships with dealers ever impact you ability or willingness to approve a loan? ] 
[ Is there enough repetitive contact with dealers to develop relationships at all? ] 
[ Do you feel as if you are competing with dealers when procuring a deal for the customer or working 




1. What do you think your contribution is to the process? 
 
2. Do you think any computer intelligent systems (like AI) can take over many elements of your work in 
the future?  
[ If yes/no, please explain? ] 
 
3. What are some of the challenges of your work? 
 
4. What is the biggest/most time-consuming problem that you have encountered multiple times? 
[ How do you solve this problem? ] 
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[ Has the problem become easier to solve each time you’ve encountered it? ] 
[ Has anyone else worked to alleviate the severity of this problem? ] 
[ Do you think there is a way of countering this problem and preventing it from arising in the future? ] 
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Risk Analyst Interview Protocol 
 
Date: 6 January 2020 
Title: Human-AI Partnership in Underwriting 
Investigators: Preston Smith, Mohammad Jarrahi, PhD, School of Information and Library Science 
 
We are interested in learning more about the policies you develop, your implementation of the 
auto-decisioning system and your expectations for how the Credit Analysts execute the policies. To do so, 
we will be following a semi-structured interview protocol. 
 
The benefit of this research is that you will be helping us to understand the value added by humans that 
cannot be simulated by artificial intelligence or machine learning technologies. Thus, the research 
examines underwriting and should be a positive and enjoyable reflective discussion on how you’ve been 




1. IRB Walkthrough 
 
2. Can I respond to any questions you have about your experience in this study? 




A. Technological Infrastructure & Auto-Decisioning System 
 
1. Walk me through, step by step, how the auto-decisioning system is supposed to function and the 
outcome that it is supposed to produce? 
[ Are there instances that are expected to require external review by a Credit Analyst? ] 
[ Are these edge cases repetitive? Do they all share some common characteristics? ] 
[ Is the system designed to monitor and capture these edge cases or are they not anticipated? ] 
 
2. What is it that most often triggers an application to be pushed to manual review? 
[ To what percentage of the applications does this happen? ] 
 
3. Are there certain criteria that if met automatically push an application to manual review? 
[ What is it about these applications that make them so difficult for a computer to evaluate? ] 
 
4. How is the auto-decisioning system currently implemented? 
[ How many parameters are considered in the model? ] 
[ Does the model currently consider any types of alternative data? ] 
[ How frequently does the system get updated or changed? ] 
[ Are those changes done at specific time intervals or whenever new policies are developed? ] 
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5. What is the purpose of the auto-decisioning system? 
[ Does it fulfill this purpose? ] 
[ Do you think there are ways to improve its ability to fulfill this purpose? ] 
[ Do you think this is the correct focus for the system? ] 
 
6. What is HCA’s goal for the utilization of the auto-decisioning system? 
[ Is this a goal that is currently being met? ] 
[ Are their plans to raise these expectations in the future? ] 
[ How do you increase the chances of these goals being met? ] 
 
7. What is the protocol in an instance where the auto-decisioning system pushes an application to manual 
review? 
[ Is there a judgment call to be made by a Credit Analyst? ] 
  
B. Risk Parameters & Policy Development 
 
1. What is the purpose and goal for HCA in assessing the risk of their customer? 
 
2. How many different risk parameters does HCA consider in a single application? 
[ Are some parameters more important than others? ] 
[ Which parameters are the most important? ] 
 
3. How frequently are the models that HCA uses for risk evaluation changed? 
[ Are sales/seasonal offerings directed by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or are those the 
discretion of HCA? ] 
[ Do these models act independently of one another or is information being evaluated by a series of 
different models? ] 
 
4. Are HCA’s risk models purchased from vendors or internally developed? 
[ What percentage of HCA’s risk models fall into either bucket? ] 
[ Are certain models given more weight than others? ] 
[ Do these models interact with each other or do they operate independently? ] 
 
5. Is there a consistent standard by which you evaluate new risk policies before they go into effect? 
[ What makes one risk policy better than another? ] 
[ What are you looking for in a new risk policy? ] 
[ Are there red flags that would indicate that this risk policy is not good? ] 
 
6. Is there a consistent standard by which you evaluate new risk models before they are put into practice?  
[ How often is feedback from these models evaluated? ] 
 
7. Is there tension between taking on risk and underwriting more loans? 
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[ If so, do you consider HCA’s approach to be more conservative or risky? ] 
 
8. How do you ensure that the policies being developed are compliant with the strict regulatory demands? 
[ Has this had any limitations on the development or application of current technologies? ] 
[ Is there a consistent process for ensuring this compliance? ] 
[ Has this limited your use of alternative data? ] 
 
C. Risk Policy Implementation, Execution and Evaluation 
 
1. Walk me through, step by step, how you expect a Credit Analyst to evaluate a manual review decision?  
[ What are the things that they are to be looking for? ] 
[ What are the red flags they are to evaluate that could not be understood by the machine? ] 
 
2. How do you envision that intelligent technologies (like AI) could reshape the current underwriting 
process? 
[ What percentage of the current process would you estimate could be automated with current and 
emerging technologies? ] 
 
3. How much discretion or human judgment is involved in underwriting, particularly, when an application 
is under manual review by a Credit Analyst? 
[ How detailed is the protocol provided for the Credit Analyst when something enters manual review? ]  
[ What things are expected to require human judgment in making a decision? ] 
 
4. How is the efficacy of the risk models evaluated? 
[ How often these evaluated? ] 
[ Is this feedback used to change the current model or to develop new models? ] 




1. What are some of the advantages of your contribution to the process? 
 
2. What are some of the challenges of your work? 
 
3. What is the biggest/most time-consuming problem that you have encountered multiple times? 
[ How do you solve this problem? ] 
[ Has the problem become easier to solve each time you’ve encountered it? ] 
[ Has anyone else worked to alleviate the severity of this problem? ] 
[ Do you think there is a way of countering this problem and preventing it from arising in the future? ]  
 
4. What do you see as the biggest opportunities for the implementation of artificial intelligence and 
machine learning technologies in underwriting? 
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5. What would you consider as the biggest challenges for the implementation of artificial intelligence and 
machine learning technologies in underwriting? 
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Information Technology Interview Protocol 
 
Date: 6 January 2020 
Title: Human-AI Partnership in Underwriting 
Investigators: Preston Smith, Mohammad Jarrahi, PhD, School of Information and Library Science 
 
We are interested in learning more about how the technology is structured and managed that assists both 
the Credit Analysts and the dealers in the underwriting process. To do so, we will be following a 
semi-structured interview protocol. 
 
The benefit of this research is that you will be helping us to understand the value added by humans that 
cannot be simulated by artificial intelligence or machine learning technologies. Thus, the research 
examines underwriting and should be a positive and enjoyable reflective discussion on how you’ve been 




1. IRB Walkthrough 
 
2. Can I respond to any questions you have about your experience in this study? 





A. Technological Development & Auto-Decisioning System 
 
1. Can you walk me through, piece by piece, the current back-end, technological structure of the 
auto-decisioning system? 
[ How often are changes made to the backend of the system? ] 
[ How frequently is the system updated or improved?] 
[ What does maintenance of the system look like from an IT perspective? ] 
 
2. What database is the auto-decisioning system tethered to? 
[ What kind of data does it have access to in its decision-making process? ] 
[ What kind of data is available that is may not have access to but could be valuable? ]  
 
3. What is the goal for the current interface that Credit Analysts interact with when using the 
auto-decisioning system? 
[ Do you think that it meets that goal for those employees? ] 
[ Do you all receive any feedback from the Credit Analysts on how it could be improved? ] 
[ If you were to design it from scratch, would you do anything differently? ] 
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4. What is the goal for the current interface that the Risk Analysts interact with when using the 
auto-decisioning system? 
[ Do you think that it meets that goal for those employees? ] 
[ Do you all receive any feedback from the Risk Analysts on how it could be improved? ] 
[ If you were to design it from scratch, would you do anything differently? ] 
 
5. What is the goal for the current interface that the Dealership Staff interacts with when using the 
auto-decisioning system? 
[ Do you think that it meets that goal for those employees? ] 
[ Do you all receive any feedback from the Dealership Staff on how it could be improved? ] 
[ If you were to design it from scratch, would you do anything differently? ] 
 
B. Data Storage, Retrieval and Management 
 
1. Explain to me the current way in which data is gathered and stored that is relevant for the 
auto-decisioning system? 
[ Is this data being processed or cleaned? ] 
[ Are the calls between the Credit Analysts and the dealers being recorded? Are they being analyzed? ] 
[ Are there more opportunities to gather data that are not being taken advantage of? ]  
 
2. What information and insights are gleaned from the data? 
[ Can the data that is collected lead to insights as to the behavior of the people who use the system? ] 
[ What does this tell us about how the different groups who use the auto-decisioning system? ] 
 
3. Are there opportunities to use the data that you do not think are being taken full advantage of? 
[ If so, explain.] 
[ What are other ways HCA can learn from the data that is gathered? ] 
 
4. Do you think that the current state of HCA’s data is suitable for artificial intelligence and machine 
learning implementation? 
[ If the data is not ready, how long would it take to prepare it for such technologies? ] 
C. Valuation 
 
1. What do you see as the biggest opportunities for the implementation of artificial intelligence and 
machine learning technologies in underwriting? 
 
2. What would you consider as the biggest challenges for the implementation of artificial intelligence and 
machine learning technologies in underwriting? 
 
3. What are some of the advantages of your contribution to the process? 
 
4. What are some of the challenges of your work? 
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5. What is the biggest/most time-consuming problem that you have encountered multiple times? 
[ How do you solve this problem? ] 
[ Has the problem become easier to solve each time you’ve encountered it? ] 
[ Has anyone else worked to alleviate the severity of this problem? ] 
[ Do you think there is a way of countering this problem and preventing it from arising in the future? ]  
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Observation Protocols 
 
Credit Observation Guide 
 
Based on:  
 
We are interested in learning about how participants conduct the individual tasks of their jobs and how the                  
Captive’s auto-decisioning system supports underwriting. To do so, we will follow a broad observation              
protocol. We will shadow credit analysts for between 1-6 hours at the Captive.  
 
We will spend these hours observing their day-to-day work routines, work practices, and technology use.               
This also lets them talk about their day and daily practices. As the participants do their work, they can                   
explain certain aspects of it. These observations will enable us to identify elements of the work that are                  
not in the job description or explicit training, and see how creativity, judgment, and other uniquely human                 
skills are valuable to the underwriting process.  
 
Observations of work activities also include exchanges with others using phones, computers, and email.              
The observations and comments from different types of interactions will be recorded in a research journal.                
We will take field notes about movements, activities, core tasks, task switching, interruptions, body              
posture, and possibly digital distraction for contextual information. We will act as non-interactive             
observers.  
 
Ultimately, these observations will enable us to understand the complexity of underwriting at the level of                
detail necessary to assess the automatability of the individual tasks. However, it is assumed that much of                 
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this complexity cannot be simulated by machines. Thus, through observations, we will be able to               
accurately draw that line of distinction - between what can and cannot be automated without systemic                
entropy - through the underwriting process. 
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Consent Forms 
Observation Consent Form 
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Interview Consent Forms 
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List of Participants at the Captive 
Identification Setting Role 
Participant 1 Observation Credit Analyst 
Participant 2 Observation Credit Analyst 
Participant 3 Observation Credit Analyst 
Participant 4 Observation Credit Analyst 
Participant 5 Observation Credit Analyst 
Participant 6 Observation Credit Analyst 
Participant 7 Interview Credit Analyst 
Participant 8 Interview Credit Analyst 
Participant 9 Interview Credit Analyst 
Participant 10 Interview Credit Analyst 
Participant 11 Interview Credit Analyst 
Participant 12 Interview Credit Analyst 
Participant 13 Interview Credit Analyst 
Participant 14 Interview Risk Analyst 
Participant 15 Interview Risk Analyst 
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List of AI Expert Participants 
Identification Setting Institution Department 
Expert 1 Interview University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Information and 
Library Science 
Expert 2 Interview University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Information and 
Library Science 
 
 
 
 
